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Abstract

In today’s fast world, everyone wants the information in one click. The same rule applies when you have some food items in front of you. In social events, few cuisines are known to us while some are not. Also, in a few cases, we know the cuisine name, but we are not aware of its nutritional value. This motivated us to develop a system that can identify the cuisine name from the image and gives the nutrient value for the same. Here Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used to predict the cuisine name present in an image and then further its nutritional value is calculated based on the information present in a database. User needs to click the image of the cuisine; the application will identify the cuisine name and its nutrition value for standard serving amount considering the cuisine is prepared using the standard recipe.
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1. Introduction

In a diverse country like India, we have a wide variety of food. In addition to this, globalization has brought continental food in our dish. Many times, in a buffet or a social gathering, the food which is being served is not known to us. In this situation, the common thing which one does is asking about the dish name to nearby people, friends or the one who serves it. But yet the nutritional value of that dish remains unknown. Thus there is the need for a system that can not only provide the automatic recognition of cuisine but also help in estimating nutritional values, making them useful for dietary assessment and planning. This helps people with specific dietary limitations. There are many approaches, which can predict the name of the cuisine from the image. These approaches are discussed in detail in section II. But the major challenge faced by almost all the system is identifying the individual cuisine names from a dish containing many food items. To address this paper, we have provided a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model which takes the cuisine as an input, process it and gives the probability which is then compared against the probability matrix to predict the cuisine name. This name is then parsed to the database to fetch its nutritional value.

The primary objectives of our study are:

• Processing real-time cuisine image
• Identify the cuisine name using CNN
• Predicting carbohydrate, energy, mineral, fat, fibre, protein and calories contained in a standard serving amount of the cuisine identified.

Our main focus is on accurately identifying the multiple cuisine items present in the dish. We also tried to improve the performance of the model when to identify the closely related food items like biryani and rice or different types of curries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of background work carried out by various researchers in this area. In part 3, the model architecture is discussed. In Section 4, the results are discussed. Here we have considered multiple parameters to evaluate our system. Finally, in section 4, we have concluded stating the worth of our research.

2. Literature Survey

In this section, we have discussed the various system and methodologies proposed out by various researchers. NutriNet [1] is based on deep CNN architecture [2,3]. It uses about 520 food images of different food classes, and provides an accuracy of around 86.72%, along with an accuracy of 94.47% when tested for 130,517 images. The NutriNet can identify food and drink item when presented separately. Identifying the two or more food item in a single image is not possible. Also, for noisy or blur input image, it fails to give an accurate result. Bossard et al. [4] have implemented the process of food capture by mining only the discriminative parts with the help of Random Forests, due to which it can mine all classes at the same time also sharing knowledge among them. It uses components that are patches aligned to the image superpixel. The Dataset used in this model has 101 food categories within a total of 101000 images of food. This proposed model provides an accuracy of 50.76% which is better than alternative methods of classification except for CNN. The key features of their studies are food identification through Random Forests Mining, superpixel based patch sampling which reduces the number of sliding windows, a free to use and an extensive dataset for food recognition, it outperforms Improved Fisher Vectors classifier. Another system [5] uses Fuzzy C-means Clustering for Segmentation and Morphological operations to identify and measure the volume, mass, and density of food items in an image. The calorific value is then calculated in the MatLab environment. The process incorporates Fuzzy C-implies Clustering Segmentation which permits every data
point to have a place with various groups with differing degrees of membership. Then it is gone through Morphological activities, boundary extraction, enlargement, disintegration, and highlight extraction. This system can identify the raw vegetables and fruits. It does not deal with the cooked food item. Also, it specifies the calorific value of each item separately and does not give the composite calorific value of all items present in the dish.

An indigenous programming instrument to quantify calorie and supplement by utilizing a cell phone is proposed by Pouladzadeh [6], which uses Gabor Filter for a surface division of pictures. It shows an accuracy of around 86% in non-blended food items. It utilizes 3000 images captured under various conditions. It categorizes food items in multiple subcategories, like solid or fluid food, and blended or unmixed food. In another approach given in [7], the food item is classified through SVM. But the CNN indicated altogether higher accuracy than other vector-machine-based strategies with handmade features and accomplished precision of over 70%. Amatul et al. [8] have utilized a pre-prepared Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as a component extractor to prepare a picture classification classifier. A multiclass straight Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier developed with separated CNN highlights is utilized to characterize cheap food pictures to ten distinct classes. They have achieved a pace of 89.5%, which is higher than the exactness accomplished using a sack of highlights (BoF) and SURF. The scope of their study is limited to fast food only, and they have considered an image containing only one fast food item.

Another system is proposed [9] to build up an application for evaluating food calories and improve individuals' wellness. It has 79.2% grouping precision. Convolutional Neural Network controlled this framework. The strategy for food detection is applied through Tensor Flow. The output is produced by characterizing the picture and gives helpful data to clients, for example, Name, Calories, and Nutrition. This study is limited to fruits only. Park et al. [10] have a developed Korean food detection application using deep CNN for the mind-boggling acknowledgement model. It had a test accuracy of 91.3%. The focus of this study is on Korean food only. Another methodology [11] is based on the utilization of Faster R CNN, which is used to recognize a specific dish through a captured image and the calories in each distinguished dish are evaluated. It utilizes UEC FOOD-1003, which is a Japanese nourishment photograph dataset having multi-name pictures. This Dataset incorporates more than 100 single-mark photos for every classification and afterwards 11566 single-name images in total and can distinguish food items with 90.7% accuracy. It utilized 80% of the food images in the manufactured Dataset for preparing, and the rest 20% for execution assessment. The Personalized Classifier [12] for food image recognition actualizes a personalized structure, called a sequential personalized classifier that is a blend of closest predicted classes. It utilizes 1,508,171 images transferred by 20,820 clients from the overall population. This study involves an assigned class NCM classifier that performs exactly with CNN and a client explicit classifier which then learns the client's information steadily, assigns more weight to the next info. As opposed to existing examinations directed utilizing counterfeit situations, it acquainted another dataset with assessing customized grouping execution in sensible circumstances. It further designs to quicken this work on personalization by using data from different clients whose marking inclinations are like that of the objective client.

Table 1 summarizes the literature survey discussed so far. For summarization, the dataset used, implemented methodology, type of content in input image and accuracy is considered. From the table, most of the researcher has used the CNN approach for food identification. Few researchers have used the input image with a single food item while others have an image with two or more food item and predicted their names. We observed that there scope of designing a system which can predict the name of the food item with higher accuracy when multiple items with similar appearance are present in the dish. We took this challenge and designed a model for the same.
Table 1 Summary of the Literature Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Author name</th>
<th>Year of publication</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Input image contains single/Multiple food item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Simon Mezgec et. al. [1]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>225,953 512 × 512 pixel images of 520 different food</td>
<td>NutriNet AlexNet, GoogLeNet and ResNet</td>
<td>86.72%</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Lukas Bossard et. al. [4]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>101 food categories, with 101'000 images.</td>
<td>Random Forests (rf) including SVM classification</td>
<td>50.76%</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>R.Kohila et. al. [5]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fuzzy c-means clustering.</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Amatul et. al [8]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4545 images of 101 different food items,</td>
<td>Multiclass linear SVM classifier trained with extracted CNN</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Anita Chaudhari et. al [9]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1000 images of per object.</td>
<td>CNN, Deep Learning, Image Recognition.</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Seon-Joo Park et. al. [10]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>92,000 images categorized in 23 groups of Korean food.</td>
<td>Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN)</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Sosuke Amano [12]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1,508,171 food images uploaded by 20,820 users</td>
<td>sequential personalized classifier (SPC) 1-nearest neighbor</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Implementation Overview

Figure 1 depicts the flow of the overall process which comprises three steps viz.
- Preprocessing,
- Training and Validation,
- Testing.
3.1 Pre-processing

- The fundamental aim of this step is extracting the most relevant data from the input image. It also helps to curtail the parameters of data, consequently resulting in facilitating the learning process by providing the necessary attributes and getting rid of the majority of the outliers hence enhancing the results. Thus this step focuses on identifying and filtering the essential attributes that will be considered during the training of the model. These attributes must be chosen such that it accurate detection of meals when selected while filtering out the majority of the noise. The selection of features should be made such that those that contribute to precise food detection are retained, thus resulting in the elimination of noise to a great extent. The preprocessing step comprises the following sub-steps:
  - Reading the images: Firstly, the images are loaded from a directory that forms the training and validation dataset.
  - Grayscaling the images: Next, the images are scanned in a grayscale format. This helps in reducing the complexity compared to colour images for processing.
  - Resizing the images: Then, the dimensions of all the input images are normalized. All the images are resized to 50*50 pixels. The attributes extracted from this are then stored in an array. It's accompanied by their respective labels and stored into a different array. This is used as the training dataset.

3.2 Training and Validation

The next step is to train the model. For this, there are different methods, each leverage the output of the model and also its accuracy on the testing dataset. Parameters like the size of input batch, number of epochs, etc. highly influence the result of the output model. Thus we divided the training step into three parts, first shuffle the data, then pick a random batch out of it and fit the model in the last step.

- Shuffle Data: Shuffling ensures that during training, the model reads the data in a random order, thereby cutting down the bias in the learning phase. This also provides a significant improvement in efficiency.
- Select a random batch: Selecting a batch randomly ensures the elimination of bias due to order. For that, we randomly pick a batch of 32. The batch is then processed through the model and after every batch of iteration, the model is rectified and hence it tries to cut down the error throughout iterations of a batch. This helps the model in learning at a fast pace and decreases the overall learning and building time of the model.

Fit Model: Figure.2 represents the architecture of our model. It comprises multiple convolutional layers to elicit the features. The softmax layer then predicts the food image classification. The model is fed with input images of size 50*50. A convolutional layer of 32 filters of size 3x3 forms the initial layer, followed by the second layer which is a max pooling of order 2x2, and a convolutional layer of 64 filters of order 3x3 which forms the third layer. Another max-pooling layer of order 2x2 forms the fourth layer. The fifth and sixth layers are similar to the third and fourth layers. At each layer rectified linear unit (ReLU) [13, 14, 15] is used as the activation function. To avoid overfitting, a dropout layer of 0.2 is applied after every max pooling layer.
The next two layers are hidden dense layers, each one followed by a dropout layer of 0.2. The features extracted from the above CNN helps the model to learn with softmax activation in the final layer. Cross-entropy loss function is used for our training.

![Model Architecture](image)

In validation, the trained model's performance will be evaluated against a dataset the model hasn't seen before, i.e. the testing dataset. The primary data set is split into two parts, the former used in training and the latter in testing. We had specified a validation split of 0.1 during our training process. The testing dataset is used to identify and test the ability of the model to classify food images that weren't present in the training dataset.

### 3.3 Testing

In this phase, we check the performance of the model on a real-world (unseen) data. The success of the model is measured based on how well it performs in the testing phase. In this step, we provide an image of a food item and get its name based on the prediction of the model. The primary subtasks of this phase are as follows:

- **Preprocessing**: The sequence of input data is preprocessed by passing it through a series of preprocessing steps discussed above.
- **Apply Model**: The preprocessed image is given to the model, and its prediction is recorded. The probability distribution of prediction spans among ten classes; consequently, the food item with the most considerable probability is taken as predicted food. Consider an example of an image containing dal and rice. This image is fed to the model and based on the features extracted by the model, and it gives a list of values, each value corresponding to the 10 food items in our dataset. From this list of values, the index of the maximum value is selected. Now that index is mapped with the food item in the categories list to find the name of the predicted food item and thus the cuisine is predicted. For our example, the index that was returned is 1. And the index of 1 corresponds to the food item Dal and Rice, which is the correct prediction in this case. The output is shown in Figure 3.
Once the cuisine name is predicted, the breakdown of the nutrients for that meal will be calculated using Nutritionx [16], which is a natural language processing API. As shown in Figure 3, we got composite cuisine as dal and rice. These names are passes to fetch the nutrition value. We have also extracted the approximate quantity of cuisine and then protein, carbohydrate, fat, calorie etc. are displayed, as shown in Figure 4. Along with this in Figure 4, there is a remark stating the calories left. For this in the beginning user’s body mass index is calculated and accordingly, daily calories consumption is predicted. So after every food consumption remark
is generated for remaining calorie consumption.

4. Results

For our system, we prepared a custom dataset of images of food items. For this, we collected 100 images each of 10 dishes and then we used this dataset to train our model.

![Model Accuracy](image)

**Figure 5 Model Accuracy**

Out of these 1000 images, 900 were used for training, and the remaining 100 were used for validation. We trained our model with 50 iterations at a default learning rate. Figure 5 shows the plot of accuracy during training and validation phases of the model. The plot shows a training accuracy of 99.68% and a validation accuracy of 73%. The accuracy changes over the 50 iterations are shown in the Figure 5.

![Model Loss](image)

**Figure 6 Model Loss**
Figure 6 shows the plot for loss of model during the two phases (training and validation). The plot shows a loss of 0.0164 during the training phase and 0.91 during the validation phase. The changes in model loss over the 50 iterations are shown in the figure 6. Some other parameters related to the model were also calculated such as the average precision which was found out to be 0.72. Similarly, the average recall and average F1 score were 0.67 and 0.68 respectively. The performance of the model on the test data was evaluated by plotting a confusion matrix which is shown in Figure 7. It is a 10X10 matrix. The confusion matrix shows the predicted labels for each of the food item images. The values along the diagonal of the confusion matrix are the True Positives which signifies the percentage of the food item being identified correctly. So by taking the summation of the diagonal value for each class (here each food item represents the individual class) the accuracy of the model is calculated as 0.67 or 67%.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

The present work offers two-fold objectives of recognition of food items on plate and calculation of the nutritional value of these items. The work is unique in its way for mentioned objectives as there is no such combined attempt discussed in the literature to the best of the author's knowledge. Also, work can be extended by integrating the user's diet plan and suggesting whether the user should consume food items on a plate or not. In this paper, we have discussed the Convolutional Neural Network Based model to which one needs to feed the preprocessed, resized, grayscale cuisine image as an input. The model then predicts the dishes present in the image and then the system calculated the nutrition parameters like carbohydrate, protein, fat, and calories. For evaluating the model, we have accuracy, loss graph and also considered the confusion matrix. The training accuracy of our model is 99.8%. Average precision, recall, and F1 score is 0.72, 0.67 and 0.68, respectively.
Looking at the diverse food culture all over the world, in the future, we will work on different classes of food so that our system can identify any dish over the globe. Also, predicting the exact quantity of food is a challenge that needs to be addressed in the future.
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